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Avmax Group Inc. (Avmax) is an aviation and aerospace company that defies easy description, but consistently provides 
excellence in service to all its customers. For some aircraft operators, Avmax is one of the largest providers of avionics 
upgrades for Bombardier CRJ regional jets and Q Series turboprops. For others, Avmax owns and operates three 
maintenance, repair and overhaul (MRO) facilities dedicated to Q Series and CRJ aircraft, backed by a large spare parts 
inventory.  
 
And still, others know Avmax as the world’s largest lessor of Q Series turboprops and CRJ100/200 regional jets, with a 
combined fleet of over 140 aircraft. Avmax has aircraft in service with more than 30 operators in over 20 countries, 
including two airlines Avmax owns and two other airlines Avmax partners in.  
 
Avmax Group is all of these complementary aerospace businesses, representing a unique synergistic maintenance, 
spares, avionics, engineering and leasing company. It employs more than 500 knowledgeable and dedicated technical 
experts on the Q Series and CRJ aircraft who are based at eight facilities around the globe.  
 
In the Beginning 
 
The Avmax MRO opened its doors in 1996 with Bombardier Commercial Aircraft as its first customer, but the business 
actually began in 1976 when founder and president, John Binder established Western Avionics in Calgary, Alberta, to 
support general aviation and corporate aircraft flying in Western Canada. 
 
The avionics work steadily increased after new technologies were introduced in the early 1980’s (e.g. Collins’ electronic 
flight instrument system or EFIS) and the fleet of aircraft supporting oil and gas projects in Northern Canada increased. 
Then in the mid-1980’s, Western Avionics moved into a larger facility at Calgary airport to accommodate the high volume 
of electronics, engineering and avionics work it received from the world’s largest operator of de Havilland Canada DHC-
6 Twin Otter turboprops.   
 
These aircraft were being used to support natural resource development and scientific research in many remote regions, 
including the Arctic and Antarctica, where reliable communications and navigation was critical. Word travelled fast and 
soon Western Avionics was contracted by other Twin Otter operators to upgrade their aircraft. Around this time, it also 
installed one of the first marine GPS receivers in a civil aircraft. 
 
Maintenance, Repair and Overhaul (MRO) 
 
In the mid-1990’s, Western Avionics was doing a lot of subcontract avionics work on regional aircraft such as the Q Series 
turboprop, but the major avionics contracts were usually awarded to the MRO facilities performing the aircraft 
maintenance, inspections and repairs. Avmax MRO opened its doors in Calgary in 1996 to support the avionics business. 
It immediately had its hands full when it was contracted to modify and complete Q Series turboprops for a number of 
customers including Midroc Aviation, Brymon, Wideroe and Tyrolean.  
 
Most of these aircraft were modified to meet specific customer requirements. This included installation of APUs and 
conversion to EFIS. Some were customized with VIP seating or quick-change interiors that could accommodate air 
ambulance equipment used to transport ill or injured patients.   
 
This diversity of work gave Avmax’s employees tremendous hands-on experience. By the late 1990’s, the Avmax MRO 
was also performing inspections, modifications, heavy maintenance “C” checks and repairs on CRJ aircraft. These aircraft 
were flown by many North American regional airlines such as Air Canada, Mesaba, Air Wisconsin, SkyWest, as well as 
Q Series aircraft flown by independent airlines. The Air Canada program included titanium floor structure, the EICAS 
2000 upgrade and installation of the Head-up Guidance System via an STC. 
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In 2006, Avmax expanded its footprint into the USA when it opened a large MRO and aircraft paint shop at Great Falls 
International Airport. It had the active support of the State of Montana and the local airport authority. In addition, Avmax was 
recognized by Transport Canada as an approved Design Approval Organization (DAO) to modify aircraft.  
 
This helped create a true “one stop” MRO, avionics, engineering and paint shop company with many support capabilities 
other aerospace companies did not offer. A recent “one stop” project saw the US Army purchase a Q300 aircraft from 
Avmax, afterwards returning to contract Avmax MRO to extensively modify and paint the aircraft for the Golden Knights 
parachute team as their next jump aircraft. 
 
Another major project saw Avmax complete 40,000 cycle (40K) inspections on several of its own CRJ200 aircraft to extend 
their useful life. Al Young, VP Global Operations, Avmax noted that work on the initial aircraft was done in collaboration with 
Bombardier engineers. 
 
Third MRO Facility Opens 
 
As Avmax’s Calgary and Great Falls MRO facilities became increasingly busy, the company opened a th ird MRO in 2010 
at Jacksonville International Airport in Florida. This facility was strategically positioned to serve governments and airlines 
flying CRJ and Q Series aircraft in the southeastern US, Caribbean and Latin America. 
 
Jacksonville’s employees specialize in nose-to-tail aircraft checks and inspections, and not surprisingly, this is also when a 
lot of avionics upgrade work occurs. Elsewhere, Avmax has an engine shop in Winnipeg that dismantles the company’s 
own GE CF34 turbofans and works with contract engine shops to utilize its own low time parts inventory during CF34 
overhauls. 
 
Avionics and Engineering 
 
Avmax Avionics has two facilities, based in Calgary and Vancouver International airports. They handle a wide variety of 
avionics needs covering a large number of aircraft types; from General Aviation to Corporate, Government, and Commercial 
aircraft. One of their customers is Nav Canada aircraft, which is responsible for monitoring and calibration of Canadian 
airspace including airports. Avmax is responsible for most of Nav Canadas aircraft avionics updates and upgrades.” 
 
Another facet of the company is Avmax Engineering, which specializes in aircraft structures, electrical and interiors. At 
present, Avmax holds over 370 Transport Canada, approved STC’s covering a wide variety of applications, of which many 
have FAA and EASA validation. There are several popular STC upgrades for operators of Bombardier commercial aircraft. 
These may include USB chargers for smart phone and tablets in the cockpits and cabins of Q Series and CRJ aircraft, and 
an STC kit to retrofit the cabins of Q Series 100/200/300 aircraft with LED interior cabin lighting. 
 
Aircraft Leasing 
 
In 2003, Avmax began acquiring Q Series aircraft as a source of spare parts, but soon identified an emerging leasing market 
for these turboprops. This led to the birth of Avmax Aircraft Leasing, which placed some of its first Q Series turboprops with 
SAT in Russia, Caribbean Sun Airlines, and Avmax-owned Regional 1 Airlines based in Calgary, also established in 2003.  
Other operators that have leased Q Series aircraft from Avmax include Piedmont, Mesa, Ravn Alaska, Island Air and Berry 
Aviation in the USA; Provincial Airlines, Canadian North, Central Mountain Air and Hawkair in Canada; ALS in Kenya; and 
many other carriers around the world. 
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In 2008, Avmax added CRJ100/200 aircraft to its portfolio. Some of these joined the fleet of Avmax-owned Regional 1 
Airlines based in Calgary, and others were leased to Air Georgian in Toronto (to fly for Air Canada), Elite Airways, Comair 
and Mesa in the US, Air Nostrum in Spain, Amaszonas in Bolivia, and Fly540 in Kenya. Avmax MRO also converted four 
CRJ200 aircraft to package freighters for lease to MCS Aerocarga in Mexico.  
 
Along the way, Avmax acquired five Challenger 850 business jets (a corporate version of the CRJ200 regional jet) which 
are leased to an exclusive corporate charter operator in Europe providing private flight services to high net worth 
individuals, large corporations, heads-of-state, and the “rich and famous.” 
 
The list of airports served by the leased fleet is impressive with Amaszonas Q200 and CRJ200 aircraft routinely operating 
from some of the highest elevation airports in the world, while in the middle of the Pacific Ocean, Air Kiribati uses a newly 
delivered Q100 aircraft to link the sea-level airports in Gilbert Islands.  
 
Today, classic Q Series and CRJ100/200 aircraft make up the majority of the fleet, but Avmax is expanding into the leasing 
market for Q400 turboprops, with two aircraft flying with LC Peru out of Lima. Additionally, Avmax recently purchased 
Suncor Energy’s three CRJ900 corporate shuttle aircraft.   
 
Aircraft Spares 
 
Along with the acquisition of large fleets of aircraft, Avmax has also acquired several large spare parts inventories for both 
the Q Series and CRJ Series aircraft. Avmax saw the need, so it formed its Spares division in 2010 based in Calgary. By 
2011, the company had expanded and added a base in Kenya -- Avmax Spares East Africa (ASEAL). Recently, another 
base was added in Jacksonville, Florida -- Avmax Spares USA (ASUS).   
 
Think Aviation. Think Global. Think Avmax. 
 
Over the years Avmax has reinvented itself numerous times resulting in this innovative, diverse company covering nose 
to tail and everything in between, with one company, many services, many locations. 
 
For more information about Avmax please visit, www.Avmax.com. 
 
You can also follow Avmax on Twitter @AvmaxGroup, as well as on LinkedIn and Facebook. 
 
Bombardier, CRJ Series, CRJ100, CRJ200, CRJ700, CRJ900, Q Series and Q400 are trademarks of Bombardier Inc. or 
its subsidiaries. 
 

 

 


